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What is RESUME  

1.What is the need of Resume? 

 

2. What are the types of Resume? 

 

3.What is the significance of Resume? 

 

4.What is an effective and influential Resume? 

 

5.What is included in Resume? 

 

 

 



6.      What is the importance of  qualification     

         details in Resume? 

7.     What is the significance of  academic               

          record in  Resume? 

8.      Why the other achievements are included    

          in Resume? 

9.      Why personal details play pivotal role in       

           Resume? 

10.      Why experience is noted in Resume? 
 

 



HOW TO  PREPARE A WINNING  RESUME  

 

Add your Personal Details and Contact 

Information correctly 

 

Write a Winning Resume Introduction 

 

List your Relevant Work experience  

  

List your other achievements 

 

   
 



Write your education in proper order 

(Descending order) From latest qualification 

to the old one. 

 

Include relevant skills and abilities 

 

Highlight your key achievements and awards  

to show some personality. 

   
 



DOCUMENTATION TECHNIQUES OR 

PRESENTATION OF  DOCUMENTS AND 

TESTIMONIALS  

Ingredients  of Influential Documentation-  

Neatness and clarity of Expression- 

Use a  proper size  new file  or good 

conditioned file  to put your documents. It 

must have sufficient  plastic folders to 

contain your certificates.   

2.Proper filing of Documents 

Don’t  cut the documents  just fold it and 

place in plastic folders. Put vertical shape 

documents in vertical way. Put horizontal 

shape documents in horizontal manner.   
 



3.Maintain Proper order of  Documents. 

• Place the current qualification  certificate 

at first  and put other qualification details 

in descending order (from highest to 

lower) 

• Add personal details  such as Leaving 

Certificate , caste certificate, Cast Validity 

Certificate, Cremelier or Non-Cremelier 

Certificate ,aadhar card  copy  

• Add  details of experience of the field  

• Add details of other achievements    

 



ORDER OF PLACING DOCUMENTS 

OR ENCLOSING WITH APPLICATION 
 

  

1. Academic qualification  certificates  starting 

from the current qualification. 

2.Details about  experience of the field  - 

academic and administrative  

3.Other Achievements details such as –  

special skills, potential and abilities  and 

certificates of participation in various  

curricular and co-curricular activities. 



What  is  an interview  
 
The word Interview is a combination of 
two words 
 
Inter+ view  
The word Inter refers to  inside 
personality, inner skills, individual talents 
and abilities , knowledge and individual 
judgment  
The word view indicates- analysis, 
presentation , performance and 
submission 


































